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HEALTH ICI
We ail think vv1,3 know the basics of wellbeing,
but when was tne last time you tested your

km:wedge? By Chamiaine Yabsley

How large
should a portion

ize be'?
: Australians ana a bit ciuetess

On 'INN tOpic A recent Choice
survey found when it came to
breakfast cereals, -for exarnploi
men pour 49 prcent more and
women 26 per cent more than
the recommended zeroing sizes.

"it you want to mairrtain your
current weight, there are two
rulee for servin.g Siketp," says
diettan Amanda Clark. author
of Portion Perfection (Great
Ideas in Nutrition) and creator
of Porton Perfection plates and
bow. "A serving of meat should
be about the siTh 01your hand.
Carbohydrate servings should
be the size of a tennis ball."

And don't think you can heap

a
either. "This
is deafly
about two
tennis ball
sizes," Clark
says.

Even
when eating
healthily,
restraint
should be
shown.

"14av3ngt00
1111,1th healthy

food, such ao muesli, can c_au

weight gain," she acids,
For women, a serving of muesli

ohould be one third of a cup, it
Clark says we tend tO oveffil)
are howls. investin a portion

plate which guides you to the
exact sorting sizes required.
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How much
;leen iId

Eight hours is the common,
answer to this qise_stion, though
not all of es need this much.
And yet, 51 per cent of us say
We don't get enough sleep. It
seems our sleep needs are es
indivlqual es we are.

"Sleep needs -varies between
individtials just as any other
biologfcal characterfsbc, such as
height, weight and eye coiour,'
says Professor Leon Lack of
The Sleep FW.,earcti Laboratory
at FfInders UnNersity. "Sleep
'need' varies across age from
an average of aboul nine to 10
hours fn children and eight to
nine in adolescents. As we get
cider our steep requirements
decline, from needing seven to
eighl hours in middle ago, to just
a4x to seven hours in the older
population." However many
hours ye u're getting, it's the
quality that's Important,

"The first few hours are the
most effective at satisfying
sleep needs, while the last
hour or two are less so,''
Professor Lack says.

What's the best
way to lose

weight?

This might depend on
whether you're a nutritionist
or a personal trainer, but
according to the National
Health and Medical Research
Council both exercise and
eating less work. It's finding
the balance that's vital.

"The way to lose weight
is either to use more energy
[calories] each day through
physical activity or to reduce
your energy [calorie] intake
each day by eating less," says
dietitian Clare Evangelista. "'We
get calories from the protein,
fat and carbohydrate in
our foods, so cutting down

on some or all of these is
necessary to lose weight.
However, fat provides us with
The most calories per gram,
so is often seen as the most
efficient way to cut back on
your calorie intake."

Choose reduced-fat dairy
products, use only a thin
spread of margarine on bread
and crackers, trim the fat and
skin off meat and chicken and
avoid fatty takeaways and
other high-fat treats. "We still
need to keep small amounts
of good unsaturated fats such
as vegetable oil, nuts and
margarine in our regular diet to
keep cholesterol in check."

When's the
best time of

the month to
conceive?

+ According to a recent
Monash University study, only
13 per cent of women know
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How much
fruit and veg

should you eat
each day?

+ Are you grouping vegies
arid fruit toctother? The

recommended amount is five
pieces of vg and two pieces

of fruit each day,
"Boost your vegie intake by

adding salad to sandwic-hes,
vegetables to youf evening
meal orfnc[uding crudités

baked beans, vegetable soup
or corn on the cob at snack

time," EvangeWW1 says.

the correct answer to this
question. "If a woman has a
regular 28-day cycle, as 90 per
cent of women do, ovulation
occurs between day 13 and
14,' explains Professor Michael
Chapman of the Fertility
Society of Australia.

"We recommend having sex
on alternate days between day
12 and day 10 of your cycle.
Sperm hangs around for 72
hours and an egg is fertilisable
for 12 hours, so try to overlap
these times. It's more difficult to
predict a fertile time if your cyder
is more or less than 28 days."

Ovulation kits may be helpful
in this case.

What is the
maximum
amount of

alcohol you
should drink?

+ Two is the maximum daily
amount for both men and

women, but only a quarter of
the drinking population follows
this rule, according to a recent
Roy Morgan survey.

'"Old advice used to be that
women could drink up to two
standard drinks per day and
men could have up to four per
day, provided we all have two
alcohol-free days per week,"
Evangelista says.

The new guidelines
recommend no more than two
standard drinks per day for
both men and women and no
longer emphasise alcohol-frao
days to the same extent.

"It's also not considered
healthy to have more than four
standard drinks on a single
occasion and for women who
are pregnant or breastfeeding,
abstinence is the safest
choice," Evangelista says,

bodyandsoutconau

- 'No answor four more
common health questions

budyandsouLcorn_au
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How
much water

should you drink? 11111111

+ Good news for the three in 10 people
who don't dn Ms eight glasses of waters day

- that recommendation has now been called into
question. According to a study published in the

Jon rnal Of The American an Society Of N ephro I ogy,
the benefits of drinking that much water - better

skin, hydration, weight management and
detoxification - are unproven, but don't

stop drinking your eight glasses just
yet. Most experts still recommend

drinking plenty of water.

Ern Mw Inere is no correlation
I between cracking your knuckles and developing

arthritis or joint inflammation in later life.
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T YOUR
EALTH IQ

We all think we know the basics of wellbeing,
but when was the last time you tested your

knowledge? By Charmaine Yabsley

-: Australians are a bit citieses
on this topic. A recent Choice
survey found when it C. me to
breakfast cereals, for example,
- on pour 40 per cent more and

amen 26 per cent more than
the recommended serving sizes.

If you want lo maintain your
-current weight, there are two
rules for serving sizes," wsys
dietitian Amanda Clark, author
of Portion Perfection (Great

ads in .futriti on) and creator
-f Portion Perfection elutes. wid

bowls. "A serving of meat should
be about the size of your hand.
Carbohydrate servings should

.
.

be t
A

food, such as muesli. can cause
weight gain," she add..

For women, a serving of muesli
should be one third of a cup, but
Clark says we tend to overfill
large bowls. Invest in a portion
plate which guides you to the
exact serving sizes required.

Eight hours is the common
answer to this question, though
not all of us need this much.
And yet, 51 per cenofussay
we don't get enough sleep. It
seems our sleep needs are as
individual as we are.

"Veep needs varies between
Individuals just as any other
biological characteristic, such as
height, weight and eye colour,"
says Professor Leon Lack of
The Sleep Fleseanch Laboratory
at Flinders University. "Sleep
'need varies across a ger from
an average of about nine to 10
hours in children and eight to
nine in adolescents. As we get
elder our sleep-requirements
decline, from- needi ng seven to
elgtr1 hours in middle age, tojust
Six to seven hour, In the older
population." However many
hours you're getting, it's the
quality that's important.

How
much water

should you drink?
+ Good news for the three in 10 people

who don't think eight glasses of water a day
-that recommendation has now been called into
question. According to a study published in the

Journal Of The American Society Of Nephro logy,
the benefits of drinking that much water - better

skin, hydration, weight management and
detoxification - are unproven, but don't

stop drinking your eight glasses just
yet. Most experts still recommend

drinking plenty of water.
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There is no correlation
between cracking your knuckles and developing
arthritis or 'joint inflammation in later life.

"The first few Dine are the
most effective at satisfying
sleep needs, while the last
hour or two are less so,"
Professor Lack says.

What's the best
way to lose

weight?

4. This might depend on
whether you're a nutritionist
or a personal trainer, but
according to the National
Health and Medical Research
Council both exercise and
eating less work. It's finding
the balance that's vital.

The way to lase weight
is either to use more energy
re-al ories] each day through
physical activity or to reduce
your energy [calorie] intake
each day by eating less,. says
dietitian Otero Evangelista. 'Tie
get calories from the protein,
fat and carbohydrate In
our foods, so cutting down

on some or all of these is
necessary to lose weight.
However, fat provides us with
the most calories per gram.
so is often seen as the most
efficient way to cut back on
your calorie intake.'

Choose reduced-fat dairy
products, use only a thin
spread of margarine on bread
and crackers, trim the fat and
skin off meat and chicken and
avoid fatty takeaways and
other high-fat treats. 'Me still
need to keep small amounts
of good unsaturated fats such
as vegetable oil, nuts and
margarine in our regular diet to
keep cholesterol in check.'

When's the
best time of

the month to
conceive?

+ According 10a 'went
Monash University study, only
13 per cent of women know

Huch
frui L veg

shou you eat
each day?

+ Are you grouping vegies
and fruit together? The

recommended amount is fiire
pieces of wag and two pieces

of fruit each day.
"Boost your vegie Intake by

adding salad to sandwich.,
vegetables to your evening
meal or including crudités,

baked beans, vegetable soup
otcOm on the cob at muck

time,. Evangelists says.

The correct answer to this
question. "If a woman has a
regular 28-day cycle, as 90 per
cent of women do, ovulation
occurs between day 13 and
14," explains Professor Michael
Chapman of the Fertility
Society of Australia.

recommend having sex
on alternate days between day
12 and day 13 of your cycle.
Sperm hangs around for 72
hays and an egg is fertilisable
for 12 hours, so try to overlap
these times. It's more difficult to
predicts fertile 12111e if your cycle
is more or less than 28, days."

Ovulation kits may be helpful
in this case.

What is the
maximum
amount of

alcohol you
should drink?

+ Two lithe maximum daily
am.nt for bath men and

women, but only a quarter of
the drinking population follows
!Ns rule, according to a recent
Roy Morgan survey.

.0Id advice used to be that
women could drink up to two
standard drinks per day and
men could have up to four per
day, provided we all have two
alcohol-free days per week,"
Evangelista says.

The new guidelines
recommend no more than two
standard drinks per day for
both men and women and no
longer emphasise alcohol-free
days to the Carlo extent.

also not considered
healthy to have more than four
standard drinks on a single
occasion and for women who
are pregnant or breastfeeding,
abstinence is the safest
choice," Evangelista says.

bociyandsaicom.au

+W.
answer four mora

common health euestleos
at tedyeariarkiLoorn_au. lit
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YOUR
EALTH IQ

We all think we know the basics of wellbeing,
but when was the last tme you tasted your

knowledge? By Charrnaine Yabsley

- A...tans are a hit clueless
on this topic. A record Choice
survey f ourid when it came to
breakfast camel, for exempt,
men pour 49 per cent more and
women 26 per cent more than
the recommended serving sizes.

"If you want to maintain your
current weight, there are two
rules for servingsizes," says
dietitian Amanda Mark, author
of Portion Perfection (Great
Ideas in NutfitIon) and creator
of Portion Perfection plates and
howls. "A serving of meal should
be about the size of your hand.
Carbohydrate servings should
be the size of a tennis ball."

And don't think you can heap
Ithe uegies

Ity
I two

bat
" Mark

says.
Ever,

when eating
healthily,
restraint

Id be
wit.
ing too

haiklft

rood, such as muesli, can callee
weight gain," she adds.

For women, a serving of onteesti
should be ono third of a cup, but
Clark says we tend to overfill
large bawls, forest in a portion
plate which guides you to the
exact serving sizes required.

Eight hours is the commen
answer to this question, though
not all of us need this much.
And yet, 51 per cent of us say
we don't get enough sleep. It
seems our sleets needs are as
individuai as we are,

',Sleep needs varies between
individuals just as any other
biological characteristic, such as
height weight and eye colour;
says Professor Leon Lack of
The Steep Research Laboratory
at Flinders University. "Sleep
'need' varies across age from
an awirage of about nine to 10
hours in children and eight to
nine in adolescents, As we get
older our sleep requirements
decline, from needing seven to
eight hours in middle age, to just
six to seven hours in the older
po.pu4all on." However many
hours you're getting, it's the

.quality tilers important.

How
much water

should you drink?
-l- Good news for the three in 10 people

who don't drink eight glasses of water a day
- that recommendation has now been called into
question. According to a study published in the

Journal Of The American Society Of Nephrology,
the benef its of drinking that much water - better

skin, hydration, weight management and
detoxification - are unproven, but don't

stop drinking your eight glasses just
yet. Most experts still recommend

drinking plenty of water.
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"TThe first few hours are the
most effective at satisfying
sleep needs, while the last
hour or two are less so,"
Professor Lack says.

What's the best
way to lose

weight?

+ This might depend on
whether you're a nutritionist
or a personal trainer; hut
according to the National
Health and Medical Research
Council both exercise and
eating less work. It's finding
the balance that's vital.

"The way to lose weight
is either to use more energy
[calories] each day through
physical activity or to reduce
your energy [calorie] intake
each day by eating less," says
dietitian Clare Evangelista. We
get calories from the protein,
fat and carbohydrate in
our foods, so cutting down

on some or all of these is
ne cessar-y to lose weight.
However, fat provides us with
the most calories per gram,
so is often seen as the most
efficient way to cut back on
your calorie intake."

Choose reduced-fat dairy
products, use only a thin
spread of margarine on bread
and crackers, trim the fat and
skin off meat and chicken and
avoid fatty takeaways and
other high-fat treats. We still
need to keep small amounts
of good unsaturated fats such
a5 vegetable oil, nuts and
margarine in our regular diet t*
keep cholesterol in check."

When's the
best time of
ihe month to
conceive?

According to a recent
Monash University study, only
12 per cent of women know

+ Are you grouping vegies
and fruit together? The

recommended amount is five
pieces of veg and two pieces

of fruit each day.
"Boost your vegie intake by

adding salad to sandwtches,
vegetables to your evening
meal or includirq crutfitts,

baked beans, vegetable soup
or corn on the cob at snack

Evangeasta says.

UiiY
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the correct answer to this
question. If a vvo man has a
regular 28-day cycle, as 90 per
cent of women do, ovulation
occurs between day 13 and
14," explains Professor Michae
Chapman of the Fertility
Society of Australia.

''We recommend having sex
on alternate days between day
12 and day 16 of your cycle.
Sperm hangs around for 72
hours and an egg is fertilisable
for 12 hours, so try to overlap
these times. It's more difficult t4
predict a fertile time if your cycl
is more or less than 29 days."

Ovulation kits may be helpful
in this case.

What is the
maximum
amount of
alcohol you

should drink?
Two fs the maximum daily

amount for both men and

women, *u on y a qua er o
the drinking population follows
this rule, according to a recent
Roy Morgan survey.

"Old advice used to be that
women could drink up to two
standard drinks per day and
men could have up to four per
day, provided we all have two
alcohol-free days per week,"
Evangelista says.

The new guidelines
recommend no more than two
standard drinks per day for
both men and women and no
longer emphasise alcohol-free
days to the same extent.

"It's also not considered
healthy to have more than four
standard drinks on a single
occasion and for women who
are pregnant or breastfeeding,
abstinence is the safest
choice," Evangelista says.

bodyandsoulcom.au

+ W answer four more
common health questia -

at borbondsoul.carmau

10-- There is no correlation
between cracking your knuckles and developing
arthritis or joint inflammation in later life.
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EST YOUR
HEALTH IQ
We all think we know the basics of wellbeing,
but when was he last the you tested your

knowledge? By Charmaine Yabsley

How large
should a portion

size be?
Passtnallans are a bit ciudress

on th&s topic. A recent Choice
survey found when it came to
breakfast cereals, for example,
men pour 49 per oent more and
women 20 per gent more than
the recommended serving sizes.

"if you want to maintain your
our-rent weight, There are two
rules for serving sizes" says
dietitan Amanda Clark author
of Portion Perfection (Great
Ideas In Nutritionl and creator
of Portion Perfection plates and
bowls. "A serving of meat should
be about the size of your hand.
Carbohydrate servings should
be the size of a tenn

And don't think you can hew

on the vegion
either; °This
is ideally
about two
tennia
sizes," Clark.
says..

Even
whim eating
healthily,
restraint
should be
shown.

'Having too
much healthy

food, such as rnue_sli, can cause
weight gain," she adds.

For women, a serving of muesli
should be one third of a cup, but
Clark 54111r5 we tend to overfill
Large bowls. invest in a portion
plate which guides you to the
exact serving si2e5 required.

How much
sleep should

vol.! at?
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Eight hours is the common
answer to this question though
not all of us need this much.
And yet4 51 per cent of us say
we don't get enough sleep. It
seems our sleep needs are as
individual as we are.

"Sleep needs varies between
individuals just as any other

iolocal characteristic, such as
height, weight and eye coteur,"
says Professor Lean Lack of
The Steep Research Laboratory
at Rndars UnNersity. "Sleep
"need' varies across age from
an average of about nine to la
hours in children end eight to
nine in adolescent*. As we get
older our sleep requirements
decline, from needing seven to
eight hours in middle age. to just
six -to seven hours in the older
e.opulation." However many
hours you're getting, it's the
quality that's important

"The first few hours are the
most effective at satisfying
sleep needs, while the last
hour or two are less so,"
Professor Lack says.

What's the best
way to lose

weight?

+ This might depend on
whether you're a nutritionist
or a personal trainer, but
according to the National
Health and Medical Research
Council both exercise and
eating less work. It's finding
the balance that's vital.

"The way to lose weight
is either to use more energy
[calories] each day through
physical activity or to reduce
your energy [calorie] intake
each day by eating less," says
dietitian Clare Evangelista. "We
get calories from the protein,
fat and carbohydrate in
our foods, 50 cutting down

on some or all of these is
necessary to lose weight.
However; fat provides us with
the most calories per gram,
so is often seen as the most
eff icient way to cut back on
your calorie intake."

Choose reduced-fat dairy
products, use only a thin
spread of margarine on bread
and crackers, trim the fat and
skin off meat and chicken and
avoid fatty takeaways and
other high-fat treats. "We still
need to keep small amounts
of good unsaturated fats such
as vegetable oil, nuts and
margarine in our regular diet to
keep cholesterol in check."

When's the
best time of
the month to
conceive?

According to a recent
Monash University study, only
13 per cent of women know
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How much
fruit and veg

should you eat
each (day?

+ Are you GI r o-14 rin vegies
told fruit together? The

recommended amount is five
pieces of veg and two pieces

of fruit each day.
"Boost your vegie intake by

adding salad to sandwiches
vegetabies to your evening
meal or including crudités,

baked beans, vegetable soup
or co-rn on the cob at snack

time." Evangelista says,

the correct answer to this
question. "If a woman has a
regular 28-day cycle, as 90 per
cent of women do, ovulation
occurs between day 13 and
141" explains Professor Michael
Chapman of the Fertility
Society of Australia.

"We recommend having sex
on alternate days between day
12 and day 18 of your cycle.
Sperm hangs around for 72
hours and an egg is fertilisable
for 12 hours, so try to overlap
these times. It's more difficult to
predict a fertile time if your cycle
is more or less than 28 days."

Ovulation kits may be helpful
in this case.

What is the
maximum
amount of

alcohol you
should drink?

-I- Two is the maximum daily
amount for both men and

women, but only a quarter of
The drinking population follows
this rule, according to a recent
Roy Morgan survey.

'Old advice used to be that
women could drink up to two
standard drinks per day and
men could have up to four per
day, provided we all have two
alcohol-free days per week,"
Evangelista says.

The new guidelines
recommend no more than two
standard drinks per day for
both men and women and no
longer emphasise alcohol-free
days to the same extent.

"It's also not considered
healthy to have more than four
standard drinks on a single
occasion and for women who
are pregnant or breastfeeding,
abstinence is the safest
choice," Evangelista says.

bcdyandsoulcornau
__=,It We answer four more

common health questions
I at bodvandsoutcorn.au

nit] %Intl krirwlf? There is no correlation
between cracking your knuckles and developing
arthritis or joint inflammation in later life.
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How
much water

should you drink? 1111111

+ Good news for the three ih 10 people
who don't drink eight glasses of water a day

- that Tee ommendation has now been called into
question. According to a study published in the

Journal Of The American Society Of Nephrology,
the benefits of drinking that much water - better

skin, hydration, weight management and
detoxification - are unproven. but don't

stop drinking your eight glasses just MEM
yet. Most experts still recommend

drinking plenty of water
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+ THE NO-SCAR BREAST-REDUCTION SURGERY
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T YOUR
EALTH IQ

We ail think we know the basic's of wellbeing,
but when was the last time you tested your

knowledge? By Charmaine Yabsley

How large
iould a portion

e,i7e be?

Australians are a bit clueless
on this topic. A recent Choice
survey found when If came to
breakfast cereals, for example,
men pour 49 per gent more and
women 25 per cent more than
The recommended serving sizes,

"it you warrt to Maintain your
current weight there are two
rules for serving sizes." says
dietitian Amanda Clark, author
of Portion Perfection (Great
Ideas in Nutrition) and creator

-el Portion Perfection plates and
owls. "A Sewing of meat should

_Out the dZe of your hand.
ydrate servin_gs should

TI heap

veities

eally
tit two
is ball
," Clark

kvan
eating

Ithlly,
trairrt
ould be

ving too
ch heal

food, such as muesli, can cause
weight gain,. she adds.

For women, a serving of muesli
shouki be one third of a cup, but
Clark says we tend to overfill
large bowls. Invest in a portion
plate which guides you to the
exact serving sizes required.

much

Eight hours lathe common
answer to this question, though
not all of us need this much.
And yet, 51 per cent of us say
we don't get enough sleep. It
seems our sleep needs are as
indivklual as We are.

"Sleep needs varies between
Individuals just as any other
biological characteristic, such as
height, weight and-eye colour,"
says Professor Leon Lack of
The Sleep Research Laboratory
at Flinders Unlversky.
'need varles across age from
ritn average of ebout nine to 10
hours in children and eight to
nine in adolescents. As we get
older our steep requirements
destine, from needing seven to
eight hours in mIckge age, to just
six to seven hours In The older
population." However rnany
hours you're getting, It's the

lity that's Important.

How
much water

should you drink?
I- Good news for the three in 10 people

who don't drink eight glasses of water a day
that recommendation has now been called into

question. According to a study published in the
Journal Of The American Society Of Nephrol ogy,
the benefits of drinking that much water - better

skin, hydration, weight management and
detoxification - are unproven, but don't

stop drinking your eight glasses just
yet. Most experts still recommend

drinking plenty of water.
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"The first few hours are the
most effective a satisfying
sleep needs, while the last
hour or two are less
Professor Lack says,

What's the best
way to lose

weight?

+ This might depend on
whether you're a nutritionist
or a personal trainer. but
according to the National
Health and Medical Research
Council both exercise and
eating less work. Its finding
the balance that's vital.

"the way to lose weight
is either to use more energy
[calories) each day through
physical activity or to reduce
your energy E.loriej intake
each day by eating less, says
dietitian Clare Evangelista. We
get calories from the protein,
fat and carbohydrate in
our foods, co cutting down

on some or all of these is
necessary to lose weight
However, fat provides us with
the most calories per gram,
so is often seen as the most
efficient way to cut back on
your calorie Intake."

Choose redo ced-fet dairy
riroducts, use only a thin
spread of marginne on bread
and crackers, trim the fat arid
skin off meat and chicken and
avoid fatty takeaways and
other high-fat treats. "We still
need to keep small amounts
of good unsaturated fats such
as vegetable oil, nuts and
margarine in our rogular diet to
keep cholesterol in check."

When's the
best time of

the month to
conceive?

+ According to a recent
Monash University study, only
13 per cent of women know

How much
fruit and veg

should you eat
each 'clay?

+ Are you grouping ironies
and fruit logethell the

recommended amount is five
pieces ot tog and two pieces

of fruit each day.
"Boost your vegie intake by

adding salad to sandwiches,
vegetables to your evening
meal or Mclucfing studies,

baked beans, vegetable soup
cir corn on the cob at snack

time,' Evangelista says.

1111.11401111

the correct answer to this
question..lf a woman base
regular Zii-clay cycle, as BD per
cent of women do, ovulation

between day 13 and
lame Professor Michael
n of the Fertility

Clety of Australia.
We recommend having sex

on alternate days between day
12 end day 16 of your cycle.
Sperm hangs around for 72
hours and an egg is fertilisable
for 12 hours, so try to overlap
these times, tt's more difficult to
predict a fertile tare H your cycle
is more or krsether, 28 day.'

Ovulation kits may be helpful
in this case.

What is the
maximum
amount of

alcohol you
should drink?

+ two isihemaximurrideify
arm unt for both men and

women, but only a quarter of
the drinlong population follows
this nate, accurcling to a recent
Roy Morgan survey.

"Old advice used to be that
women could drink up to two
standard drinks per day and
men could have up to four per
day, provided we all have two
alcohol-free days per week,"
Evangelista says.

the new guidelines
recommend no more than two
standard drinks per day for
both men and women and no
longer emphasise alcohol-free
days to the .pme eirtiprrk.

"its also riot considered
healthy to have more than four
standard drinks on a single
occasion and for women who
are pregnant or breastfueding,
abstinence is the safest
choice," Evangelista says. 41
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Did urn! know? There is no correlation
between cracking your knuckles and developing
arthritis or joint inflammation in later life.
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